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January 14, 2016 

Crystal Rink 
Purchasing Department 
State of West Virginia 
2019 Washington Street East 
Charleston West Virginia, 25305 

Dear Crystal, 

Operating in an environment where being paid for services depends on adhering to complex regulatory 
requirements can affect both cash flow and profitability. Equally challenging is the need to ensure 
compliance in a multi-facility environment where staff turnover is often high, as is the risk of litigation. You 
know you need to improve connections with upstream providers but don’t have the time or resources to 
implement complex systems that can solve this and other challenges. PointClickCare recognizes the 
unique challenges you face: the attached proposal outlines how we can help State of West Virginia.  

The senior care market, with its ever-changing regulatory landscape, faces unique challenges regardless 
of facility size, structure or position on the senior care continuum. You know all too well how 
reimbursements, readmissions, compliance, errors and omissions and occupancy affect your entire 
organization.  

To remain competitive, provide exceptional care and retain staff, you need to: 

 Maximize reimbursements 

 Reduce hospital admissions 

 Lower staffing costs 

 Improve quality of care 

 Improve revenue cycles 

With PointClickCare’s cloud-based software platform, you gain access to the same proven EHR platform 
as the large providers, but select (and pay for) only those solutions you need now. As your requirements 
grow, you can easily add more functionality, supported by our knowledgeable, regionally-dedicated team. 
Staff will quickly master the new system, with the help of professional, web-based user training and 
intuitive design.   

We are confident that State of West Virginia Veteran Homes will see the benefits of joining the over 
10,000 senior care facilities North America-wide, including Skilled Nursing Facilities like yours, who have 
chosen to partner with PointClickCare. Our exclusive focus on, and in-depth knowledge of, the senior 
care sector makes us uniquely positioned to help address all your challenges. Not only do we have a 
large and long-term customer base, but those customers remain satisfied, as evidenced by our 98.9% 
lifetime customer retention rate. 

I will be in touch after the bid is opened to discuss this proposal with you and outline some possible next 
steps. 

Sincerely, 

 

Steve Klopf 
Account Executive 

PointClickCare 

Office: 815 334 1128 Mobile: 513 236 0788  Fax:  815 334 1154  
email: steve.k2@pointclickcare.com 
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Executive Summary 
Helping the State of West Virginia to enrich the lives of seniors and having to re-enter data is both time-
consuming and error prone, whether entering ancillary charges or communicating with clearinghouses. 
Data needs to be supported with clinical details, and both planned and unplanned activities have to be 
captured.  All this information needs to be presented in comprehensive but understandable bills that 
reflect the agreed-upon services. We thoroughly understand the environment in which Skilled Nursing 
Facilities like yours operate and deliver solutions that will help your organization thrive.  

The Challenges You Face 

In our 15 years of work in the senior care marketplace, we have come to understand much about this 
challenging sector. We recognize how difficult it is to balance the competing pressures of regulatory 
compliance, staff retention and service provision. Some of the key issues we believe you face are 
outlined below.  

Inability to maximize reimbursements 

Without accurate and timely access to data about services you are providing to patients, it can be difficult 
to ensure that claims are complete. You may be missing an opportunity to receive the funding you are 
entitled to, reducing your profit margin and limiting your ability to make facility improvements. Lost funding 
opportunities also make it difficult to attract and retain vital staff.  

Ever-changing and expanding regulatory rules 

CMS and regulatory rules are constantly changing and becoming more complex and demanding. You 
need to be aware of the current state of regulations so you can ensure systems are in place to guarantee 
compliance. Failure to do so can lead to fines, rate cuts and a lower score on the CMS Five-Star Quality 
Rating System, risking the overall performance of your facility.  

Inefficiencies of paper charting  

Paper charting can easily fail to capture all necessary data, particularly in busy work environments. 
Without full and accurate documentation of provided care, patients may be inadvertently put at risk. You 
may also not be in full compliance with regulations. Documentation and medication issues can be 
particularly costly when it comes to the annual State Survey.  

Competition for occupancy rates 

You face competition for patients from all sources in the community, primarily for those leaving hospitals. 
To attract and retain patients you need to maintain a high score on the CMS Five-Star Quality Rating 
System, increase positive community perception and keep readmission rates to a minimum.  

The Outcomes You Desire 

All of our thousands of customers, regardless of size, structure or location, share some common business 
goals. We are confident that PointClickCare can help State of West Virginia, as we have helped other 
Skilled Nursing Facilities, achieve those goals, some of which are described below.  

Maximize reimbursements  

With maximized reimbursements comes increased cash flow and profit margins. That reduces your risk 
and ensures business stability. It also means you can provide better care to patients, which improves the 
overall morale and reputation of your facility.  

Reduce hospital readmissions  
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When you can demonstrate fewer readmissions, hospital partners recognize that you provide quality care. 
The result? Increased referrals from hospital networks, resulting in higher Medicare census. This leads 
inevitably to higher revenue and increased profit.  

Decrease staffing costs 

Your staff are one of your highest cost centers, being both highly regulated and difficult to keep in 
proportion to census levels. Increasing the efficiency of staff reduces costly overtime and may even lead 
to a reduction in FTE count. It also allows caregiver time to be allocated to higher value tasks.  

Enhance quality of care 

Devoting more time to patient care and less to administrative tasks inevitably leads to improved quality of 
care. Decision making based on accurate, real-time data also contributes to improved care outcomes. All 
those involved in care, including physicians, should have access to the data they need to perform their 
jobs accurately and thoroughly.  

Improve revenue cycle  

Visibility into collections and eligibility, along with reduced errors and claim rejections, leads to smooth, 
predictable cash flow and revenue streams. With the confidence this provides, you can better plan and 
execute long-term strategic plans.  

Our Proposed Solution 

PointClickCare’s proven solutions are designed specifically for the senior health market: developing, 
improving and supporting our cloud-based software platform is our sole focus. Since we offer a SaaS 
model, you can start reaping the benefits of the software with minimal or no hardware investment. We 
work with you to implement the selected services so they reflect your individual needs and offer a variety 
of training alternatives for fast and easy adoption.  

Care Delivery Management Solutions 

At the heart of the PointClickCare Solution is the Electronic Health Record (EHR). The EHR allows you to 
effectively document and manage the entire lifecycle of patient care, seamlessly connecting clinical, 
billing and administrative processes and data. Capture a large amount of information, including 
assessments, care/service plans, incidents and more, in a single electronic repository. Staff use the Point 
of Care function to access key information, tasks lists and schedules, and to complete documentation, all 
while in close proximity to the patient. 

Additional functionality that we recommend to meet State of West Virginia’s needs: 

 Save time and reduce errors by having staff enter and review medication, lab, diagnostic, and diet 
and non-medication orders electronically with Medication Management. Medication orders are 
transmitted directly to certified pharmacy systems.  

 Encourage collaboration and increase response times between healthcare professionals with 
Secure Conversations. This HIPAA-compliant text message solution captures the content of 
conversations and updates patients’ EHRs automatically.  

 Enhance meal service, increasing patient satisfaction and staff productivity while reducing meal 
costs, with Nutrition Management. Maintain the nutritional profile for each patient centrally, while 
producing automated snack and ancillary item labels for individual patients.  

 Maximize the time healthcare practitioners spend with patients using Practitioner Engagement. 
This groundbreaking solution allows healthcare professionals to access patient information and 
deliver care anytime, anywhere, through a mobile device. With connected, coordinated care 
comes better decision-making and, as a result, better patient outcomes.  
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Quality and Compliance 

Reduce hospital readmissions with better transitions between care settings and enhanced care in the 
home thanks to eINTERACT. Understand and help avoid incidents with the Risk Management Incident 
Reporting module which logs incident details, including follow-up actions.  

Financial Management Solutions 

PointClickCare’s Financial Management solutions provide comprehensive, integrated tools that bolster 
the financial health of your business:  

 Easily produce accurate patient billing for major payers (private, Medicare, Medicaid, managed 
care, and other commercial insurance) including reporting and data export. (Accounts Receivable 
and Billing module)  

 Quickly create and communicate important documentation (admission, transfer and discharge) for 
clinical and billing purposes. (Census Management module) 

 Improve the accuracy and efficiency of your collections with visibility into detailed account 
tracking. (Collections module) 

 Enhance financial transparency by managing vendor information, invoices, adjustments and 
checks. (General Ledger & Accounts Payable module) 

 Ensure the accuracy of claims and reduce errors, getting the right claims to the right organization, 
at the right time. (Claims Management module) 

 Efficiently manage patient trust accounts, including maintenance charges and patient banking. 
(Trust module)  

Why Choose PointClickCare? 

With its exclusive focus on the senior care marketplace, innovative software and depth of experience, 
PointClickCare offers you some unique advantages:  

The advantages of SaaS (Software as a Service) are well-known. SaaS lets you choose just the 
functionality you need, requires minimal infrastructure investment and provides simpler license 
management. The first and only pure SaaS provider in the senior care market, we have a proven record 
of responding to changing customer needs in an ever-evolving regulatory landscape.  

Benefit from our extensive experience implementing solutions for senior care organizations of all sizes 
and structures. Since PointClickCare is found in so many institutions, you can engage technology 
partners to provide support to your implementation if necessary. You can also easily hire staff who have 
used PointClickCare before, eliminating or reducing the learning curve for new hires.  

PointClickCare helps you save time and avoid errors by importing rather than keying-in ancillary charges. 
Use the Trust module to ensure that patient monies are being managed appropriately at all times. Thanks 
to integrated clinical and billing systems, bills contain all the appropriate information and can be produced 
at the click of a button.  

We have listened closely to your specific challenges and experiences and feel that this proposal clearly 
explains how PointClickCare will offer benefits throughout your organization. We are confident that State 
of West Virginia will recognize, as 10,000 other senior care facilities have, the value of choosing to 
partner with PointClickCare.  
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Request for Proposal 

3.1.1 The awarded vendor must have a minimum of two years’ experience in completing similar projects. 
References, copies of any staff certifications or degrees applicable to this project. Proposed staffing plan; 
descriptions of past projects completed entailing the location of the project, project manager name and contact 
information, type of project and what the project goals and objectives, where and how they were met. 

PointClickCare opened in 2000 and as of 2016, has been in business for sixteen years. Our development 
staff experience ranges from 25 years in the software development field to new graduates. We annually, 
commit 750,000 development hours to our product.  

For more information about PointClickCare, see Corporate Overview, attached. 

3.1.2 The product must be capable of processing clinical and financial audits for all portions of software. 

The Clinical and Financial applications can produce audits. 

3.1.3 Vendor must be able to list the security reports the product provides prior to go-live to meet all auditing 
and HIPAA reporting needs. 

In response to HIPAA guidelines and HIPAA audit, please see SAS16 Audit Wescom SOC1 Report 2012 
(FINAL) in the Appendix. Our data center audit findings are contained in the Equinix (IBX+) - 2012 - SOC 1 
(SSAE 16 - ISAE 3402) Type 2 – Report. 

3.1.4 The system must have the ability to create new security rights/roles based on new workflows or 
enhancements (e.g. customer-developed content such as psych notes or departmental flow sheets.) 

The system creates role-based access controls for users are incorporated into the PCC application 

3.1.5 The system must have the ability to terminate user connections/sessions by an administrator (remotely) if 
a breach is suspected. 

Yes 

3.1.6 The system must have the ability to lockout users (for upgrades, security breaches, employee 
terminations, etc.). 

3.1.7 The installation and integration must be complete within 120 days after award. 

Yes. PointClickCare has the resources to complete the implementation. The facility must ensure that the 
necessary resources are available for the implementation as per the Implementation Overview, attached. 

3.1.8 The agency will accept that the system is complete and operational for 120 calendar days without any 

errors. After that time period is up, the vendor will submit a change order to start the first (1
st
) year maintenance.

A more detailed explanation is required before we can complete the above response. 

3.2 At a minimum, vendor’s application must provide the following data protection: 

3.2.1 The system must be capable of securing patient’s data at all times and in all modules of the product (e.g., 
strong password protection or other user authentication, data encrypted at rest, data encrypted in motion). 

Yes. PointClickCare complies. 

3.2.2 The system must be capable of securing patient data when accessed via handheld devices (e.g., secured 
through SSL websites, iPhone apps, etc.) 

Multi-layered security restricting access to authorized users 

3.3 The business operations system or billing system must provide the following functionality at a minimum: 

3.3.1 The system must allow for and account electronic deposits, withdrawals and transfers between Resident 
Trust Funds. 
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Yes 

3.3.2 System must be capable of calculating eligibility percentages using demographic data. 

More information required. 

3.3.3 System must provide standard billing reports for the user to query and aggregate individual patient 
financial information from resident trust funds. 

Yes 

3.3.4 System must have the ability to create resident trust funds within application. Also have drop down boxes 
with prefilled descriptions of deposits/debits/credits. 

Yes through picklists in the trust module 

3.3.5 The system must be capable of creating and running on demand custom reports, such as resident trust 
fund and census throughout the course of the day. Ability to run quarterly reports on resident trust funds and have 
the ability to input and run reports by inputting multiple residents at one time. The system must be able to print 
bulk invoices for filling resident assessment/invoices in a format compatible with generally accepted accounting 
principles. 

Yes 

3.3.6 Must have the ability to print from a specified date in ledger and summary areas, as well as yearly reports 
by printing individualized or print on demand resident numbers of five (5) to ten (10) at one given time. 

Yes. This functionality will be released in January 2016.  

3.3.7 Must have the ability to input changes to resident account from any field. Shall have the ability to choose 
a multiple list of residents by different fields such as resident number, address, phone number or responsible 
party and print that information for the group of chosen residents. 

Yes 

3.3.8 The system must utilize initial intake data for display of a resident account, providing the Business Office 
with a minimum of the following information: 

3.3.9 Resident number - Yes 

3.3.10 Resident name - Yes 

3.3.11 Address - Yes 

3.3.12 County of residence - Yes 

3.3.13 Social security number - Yes 

3.3.14 Gender - Yes 

3.3.15 Date of birth - Yes 

3.3.16 Age - Yes 

3.3.17 Branch of Armed Forces - Yes 

3.3.18 70% service connect status - Yes 

3.3.19 Room number/location - Yes 

3.3.20 Language preference - Yes 

3.3.21 Religion reference - Yes 

3.3.22 Home phone - Yes 

3.3.23 Cell phone - Yes 

3.3.24 Other phone - Yes 
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3.3.25 Resident type - Yes 

3.3.26 Current status (current resident, death, bed hold, etc.) with an attached date of status update. - Yes 

3.3.27 Reports shall be set up to run automatically as well as routed to a specific person within the office. All 
reports must be exportable to Excel or Equal, or have customizable query option in the Business Office 
operations system. 

Yes. Some of the most commonly used reports are exportable to Excel. 

3.4 In addition to industry accepted base functionality in current resident assessment instrument the Minimum 
Data Set 3.0, the system: 

Yes 

3.4.1 Must have ability to have Resident Assessment Instrument Manual in the application. 

Yes. The manual is automatically updated as MDSs are released. 

3.4.2 The vendor must provide to the customer a version release, patches and scheduled anticipated down 
times for the next 12 months one week ahead of time. 

Yes 

3.4.3 Vendor must provide to the customer projected upgrade/migration times when the next version of the 
Minimum Data Set is released. 

Yes 

3.4.4 The application must have the ability to conduct, as needed, the following reports: Accounting/Financial 
Reports, Clinical Reports, Therapy Reports, Medical Records, Activities Reports, Dietary Reports and Pharmacy 
Reports. 

Yes, for more information about reports see List of Reports, attached. 

3.5 System must have the ability to automate and coordinate clinical documentation through an integrated 
clinical documentation system including the deployment of an electronic point of care documentation system. 

Yes. The application provides auditing features that notify the staff of any incomplete tasks and other 
activities that are required through point of care. All ADL-related activities will flow into the resident MDS 
assessments. 

3.5.1 System must be able to automate and coordinate information from collection and reporting to create 
improved documentation of in care planning and resident assessments by using an electronic MDS 3.0 
documentation system. 

Yes. All documentation collected can flow into all clinical modules and can be used to improve the 
documentation of care planning.   

3.5.2 System must have the ability to automate and electronically integrate business functions with clinical and 
reporting systems such as clinical census and invoice reporting. 

Yes, the application Billing module integrates with clinical modules. 

3.5.3 Must create a seamless integration of all applications including therapy, pharmacy and other business 
applications. 

Yes, provided the integrations are with certified PointClickCare Business Partners. Along with its certified 
business partners, PointClickCare currently supports over 100 direct connect integrations. 

3.5.4 The system must provide administrative tools, such as drop downs or flags that give the recommended 
answer from the clinical information gathered for organizing to build care plans, guidelines and protocols for use 
during patient care planning and care. 
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Yes.  

3.5.5 System must generate and automatically record in the care plan document, patient- specific instructions 
related to pre- and post-procedural and post-discharge requirements. 

Yes  

3.6 The system must provide an electronic mechanism to document, record and produce documentation of 
MDS quality indicators QI (quality indicators). 

Yes.  

3.6.1 The system must allow for auto alerts for MDS for the 175 quality indicators, quick reporting, tracking and 
trending. 

Yes 

3.7 System must provide cross vendor integration for all applicants. 

PointClickCare has over 100 integration partners. Provided the applicant is a partner, integration is an 
option. 

3.7.1 Vendor must provide with the bid a complete list of available interfaces for pharmacy, laboratory, imaging, 
therapy, Resident Tracking and Locating Systems (RTLS), Nurse Call Systems, MDS 3.0, invoice billing system. 

PCC interfaces with 100+ third party vendor systems including pharmacies, laboratory, imaging, therapy, 
billing system, MDS 3.0 and many more. Further information is required with respect to the Nurse Call 
Systems integration capabilities. 

3.7.2 Vendor must provide any and all additional charges for interface buildings including mappings. 

Further information is required in order to understand building mappings. 

3.8 The vendor must provide the following Computerized Physician Order Entry (CPOE) features and 
functionality: 

Yes 

3.8.1 A list of templates in PDF format, as they relate to Physician Orders with bid. 

PointClickCare can create custom order templates. 

3.8.2 The system must allow multiple resolvable items to be mapped to a single orderable item (e.g., skin tests 
have multiple antigens [resolvable] which must map to a single orderable item code). 

PointClickCare can provide a user-defined menu of standard Care Plans for single and multiple diagnoses. 

3.8.3 The system must allow free text ordering by allowing handheld devices such as cell phone, IPad, 
Notebook, laptop and more, to be used by the physician to write orders and must have ability for the Physicians 
electronic signature on those orders. 

Yes. Specific applications are available in I-Tunes which are specifically for physician documentation. 

3.8.4 Must allow the end user the ability to cancel pending medical orders, send an outbound interface 
message result, and send the cancellation message to third party systems. 

Yes, but must be connected to a certified business partner. 

3.8.5 Provide International Classification of Disease Tenth Edition (ICD-10) conversion plans, including: current 
pre-loading of ICD-9 codes, risk mitigation plan for the ICD-10 conversion, estimated down time and the 
communication plan with customers. 

PointClickCare converted its US customers to ICD 10 on October 1, 2015. 

3.8.6 System must allow customization questions per order to be developed, and demonstrate how these items 
are built and managed by the customer and allow for these items be classified as “required” or “optional” to 
complete. 
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Yes 

3.8.7 Must allow recurring/standing orders per user or specialty. 

Yes 

3.8.8 Must provide reporting tools capable of monitoring all Computerized Physician Order Entry steps (e.g. 
unsigned orders, overdue orders, etc.) 

Yes 

3.9 The vendor must provide the following e-Prescribing (e-Rx) features and functionality: 

Yes. PointClickCare can display order summaries on demand to allow the clinician to review/correct all 
orders prior to transmitting/printing the orders for processing by the receiving entity. 

3.9.1 Must provide which local pharmacies interface with the system. 

Yes the application has an existing interface agreement with QS1 and Framework pharmacy software to 
provide ePrescribe capability. Fully supports bi-directional – census, order, fill refill, cancel messaging with 
pharmacies. Please note that this functionality is available, however the pharmacy must first become a 
certified business partner. 

3.9.2 Must incorporate fax server in the software application. 

For added flexibility, our software integrates with many fax modem systems to allow for the electronic 
faxing of all printable system output. 

3.9.3 Must have the ability to segregate prescription faxes from other faxed documents within the system. 

No. This task must be performed manually at the present time. 

3.9.4 Must provide the security audit logs and policies embedded in the software to govern who can eRx. 

Yes 

3.9.5 Must provide regular medication updates such as recalls, medication interactions, and medication side 
effects. 

Yes. Through black box warnings. 

3.9.6 Must provide a way to distinguish the name, roles and date a medication is added to the system.  (MD, 
RN, MA, PA/NP) 

Yes 

3.9.7 Audit features must include a running history of prescription renewal changes. 

Yes 

3.9.8 Must provide a security role for the consultant pharmacist. 

Role-based access controls for users are incorporated into the PCC application. 

3.10 The vendor must provide information on the following infrastructure and technology requirements and any 
associated costs that may be incurred to ensure the software will operate as designed: 

Yes. Data in transit is encrypted using a 2048 bit digital certificate.  

3.10.1 Must provide direct SaaS (Software as a Service) solutions included in bid. 
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PointClickCare was the first Long Term Care software provider to establish the SaaS delivery model, and 
currently we have over 12,000 buildings under contract. PointClickCare follows a SaaS model, patching is 
non-interruptive. Patches are applied, as required. As a SaaS model, there are no remote maintenance 
requirements. Clients are expected to maintain patch levels on the end user’s browsers and operating 
systems. 

3.10.2 Must name all third party vendors required to provide the solution, including those that host any part to 
the connective and processing of the data. 

Not applicable. We are a SaaS delivery model. 

3.10.3 Must provide all levels of technical support 24/7 phone calls and on- site. 

24 x 7 x 365 support is provided to all clients. On-site support is optional and quoted separately. 

The following support options are included in PointClickCare support. 

 PCC Standard Service hours are 8:00am to 7:00pm EST, followed by emergency after-hours from
7:00pm to 8:00am EST

 Weekends and holidays are covered by PCC emergency after-hours support.

 A PCC emergency after-hours representative can be reached by calling into our regular toll-free
number.

 Average response times for support calls are targeted around our call resolution SLA outlined in
the following table.

Severity Level Description Priority 

Urgent/Critical 
A condition that prevents users from accessing or 
using a critical function of PointClickCare 

Same day resolution 

High/Serious 
(Major) 

A condition that prevents users form meeting 
production processes/schedules or is making 
production materially more difficult or costly for the 
user. 

Next day resolution 

Medium/Important 

A condition in which PointClickCare is performing in 
an unpredictable manner or is producing incorrect 
results, but is not materially impacting production or 
business processes/schedules. 

Two day resolution 

Low/Inconvenient 
(Minor) 

A condition in PointClickCare that inconveniences 
the user. 

Three day resolution 
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Incidents to our Customer Support Services department will be logged and analyzed by a first Call 
Resolution (FCR) Representative to determine complexity of the issue. 

 The FCR representative will resolve and close all T1 level issues with the client. 

 The FCR representative will escalate all T2 level issues to a case manager for further analysis. 

 The Case Manager may work with T3 – level support or SMEs as required to resolve incidents. 

 The Case Manager will contact customer inquiry contact to implement resolution. 

 New releases and software maintenance are part of the support agreement. 

3.10.4 Must provide all tiers and descriptions of the service level agreements available to customers to be 
included with the bid. 

The Service Level Agreement listed below is the only SLA offered, and is accessible to all clients. All clients 
are treated equally. 

This Service Level Agreement serves as a set of guidelines to better understand PointClickCare's Help 
Desk support services. Service priorities are defined below.  Priorities that cannot be immediately 
determined by our Help Desk representative are escalated in accordance with Wescom’s staff escalation 
process.  The "Initial Response Time" is the time in which the customer reporting the service request is 
provided with an initial diagnosis of the request and provided with a "Service Request" number (SR#) to 
track the request.  The" Target Resolution Time" is the expected timeframe that the Service Request will be 
resolved. Help Desk support is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and 365 days a year. 

For more information, see PointClickCare’s Service Level Agreement, attached. 

Priority Level Problem Description Initial Response 
Time 

Target 
Resolution Time 

Commitment 

Urgent 
(Critical) 

A condition that is halting production without 
an economically feasible alternate method to 
run PointClickCare or prevents users from 
accessing or using a critical function of 
PointClickCare. 

Examples: 

- Users cannot login to the application (does 
not include Users forgetting or losing their 
password). 

- Data is corrupted in the PointClickCare 
database. 

1 hour, 24 x 7 x 
365 

1-2 business days The problem will be 
worked on 24 x 7 x 365 
until fixed or a 
reasonable workaround 
is applied. 

  

High (Serious) A condition that is deterring user from 
meeting production processes/schedules, is 
seriously impacting the use of PointClickCare, 
is making production materially more difficult 
or costly for user, or results in material 
corruption of any of user’s Data. 

Examples: 

- Charge generation process does not run. 

- MDS submission process does not run. 

- Interfaces to ERP, census, etc. do not run. 

1 hour during 
primary support 
hours 

Mutually agreed 
to time 

The problem will be 
worked on during 
primary support hours 
until fixed or a 
reasonable workaround 
is applied. 

 

Medium A condition other than those described above 1 hour during Mutually agreed PCC will work with 
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(Important) in which PointClickCare is performing in an 
unpredictable manner or is producing 
incorrect results but is not materially 
impacting production or business 
processes/schedules. 

Examples: 

- Quick ADT does not clear bed when a 
resident is discharged. 

primary support 
hours 

to time customer to mutually 
prioritize and schedule 
resolutions into regular 
release cycles. 

Low 
(Inconvenient) 

A condition other than those described above 
in which inconsistencies, irregularities and/or 
limitations in PointClickCare or an Application 
that cause inconvenience to user. 

1 hour during 
primary support 
hours 

Mutually agreed 
to time 

PCC will work with 
customer to mutually 
prioritize and schedule 
resolutions into regular 
release cycles. 

 

Note: 

1. PointClickCare does not reset passwords for users. You will need to contact your immediate supervisor.  

2. PointClickCare only supports users who have been trained on the application. If you have not yet been 
trained, please contact your Internal/Corporate training resources.  

3. If you are currently in the implementation process, please contact your trainer.  

4. When entering the description on the support form, examples and steps to recreate the issue are 
extremely important to help resolve issues more quickly. All valuable information is appreciated.  

5. It is extremely important to get the urgency of your case set correctly. PointClickCare reserves the right 
to reprioritize any SR# without notice. 

3.10.5 Must provide a list to customers of required or recommended firewall technology on the client side to be 
included with the bid. 

Fire walls externally, internal based on role. There are currently seven layers of physical device security at 
the PointClickCare Data center. Including but not limited to: Geo-Location Filtering, DOS protection, SSL 
hijacking protection, Multi-Vender Access controls limiting access to specific application port needed, AV, 
IDS Multiple llayers of account controls, Client based access control inside of the PointClickCare 
application allow for additional IP address filtering to the client’s address controlling possible access to 
client’s specific database. 

3.10.6 Product must have the ability to be securely accessed from any location with an Internet/broadband 
connection, also must provide security requirements for remote users. 

Yes. Our software allows you to remotely access a centralized database from multiple locations. 

3.10.7 Vendor shall list all security enhancements which must be accommodated on client workstations e.g. 
Internet sites trusted, active x controls enables, Dot New versions supported, registry modifications, etc.) 

For more information, see Technical Requirements document attached. All notices of enhancements are 
posted to the client’s home page. 

3.10.8 Product must support the following external devices: 

 USB Devices 

 Scanners (Manufacturer/Model) 

 Handheld (i.e. Barcode, PDA, BlackBerry Devices, etc.) 

 Card Readers (i.e. Smart Card, Security) 
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 Other Input Devices 

Mobile Device Hardware:  

• iPhone 5 or newer  

• iPad 3rd generation or newer  

• iPad mini  

• iPod Touch 5th generation or newer  

Mobile Device Software:  

• iOS8.x, iOS 7.x  

3.11 Prior to going live, product must provide the minimum workstation requirements to run the software 
including: 

 Manufacturers/Models 

 Processor 

 Storage 

 Memory 

 Operating System 

PointClickCare Network and Operation System 

Server Operating System - There are no server platforms required. The Replicated Reporting 
Database runs on SQL server in our hosted solution. 

PointClickCare Operating Environments 

A standard browser is required for support of the full application. Touch screen tablets are supported for the 
eMAR and Point of Care modules. The latest Apple iPad OS is supported for collecting MDS Assessment 
data. 

For more information about Technical Requirements, see the attached Technical Requirements document. 

3.12 Prior to going live, vendor must provide required type of client (i.e. Citrix, Oracle, Clientware, Cisco VPN, 
etc.) to utilize software. 
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Following is a list of PCC recommended hardware specifications. These specifications represent an ideal 
hardware platform based on current market availability. 

Workstation 

Processor – Pentium Core 2 Duo 2 GHz 

RAM – 4 GB DDR-2 

Hard Drive – 80 GB SATA 

Video – Supports 1024x768 screen resolution 

Monitor – 17” Flat Panel 

Mouse – USB Optical Scroll Mouse 

Keyboard – USB Standard 

Wireless a/b/g/n Adapter 

Operating System – Vendor supported operating systems (not Windows XP) with browser capability for 
Internet Explorer (IE), FireFox, Chrome or Safari 

Internet – 4 Mb/s Broadband DSL / Cable Redundant Internet 

Connections - Facility Internet Bandwidth – T1 or Fractional T1 

Minimum Hardware Requirements 

Workstation 

 Processor – Pentium 4 2GHz 

 RAM – 256 MB DDR2 

 Hard Drive – 40 GB IDE 

 Video – Supports 1024x768 screen resolution 

 CDROM – 48x 

 Monitor – 17” CRT (this type of monitor pre-dates flat panels) 

 Mouse – PS2 Track Ball Mouse 

 Keyboard – PS2 

 Operating System – Vendor supported operating systems (not Windows XP) with browser 
capability for Internet Explorer (IE), FireFox, Chrome or Safari 

 Facility Internet Access –Broadband DSL or Cable 

The PointClickCare application contains eMAR and Point of Care modules that support touch screen 
devices. The recommended device specification is shown below. 

 Screen - 17”/22” TFT SXGA/WSXGA LCD Wide Angle Display (larger displays available for custom 
solutions) 

 Drive Storage - 2.5” 4GB SATA Solid-State Drive (SSD) 

 WiFi - Intel® WiFi Link 5100 PCIe Mini Card (supports a/b/g/n) 

 Processor - Intel® AtomTM N270 1.60 GHz (2.5W) CPU 

 Memory - 1.0 GB (up to 2.0 GB) OnBoard DDR2 SODIMM SDRAM 

 Dimensions - 17” : 372 x 324 x 53 mm / 22” : 510 x 352 x 55 mm 

 Weight - 4.19 Kgs (9.2 lbs) / 5.79 Kgs (12.8 lbs) 
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PointClickCare is compatible with many mobile tablet devices and the specifications for our mobile 
solutions are currently under review. Current mobile pilot facilities are leveraging iOS devices including 
ipod/iPhone, mini ipads and ipads. 

3.13 Product vendor must list all applications supported and/or need to be installed on the workstations 
including release and version include with the bid.  For example: 

 Java 

 Flash 

 Adobe reader 

 Microsoft (i.e., Word, Excel, etc.) 

 Antivirus 

 Which folders/files must be excluded from active scanning? 

 Crystal Reports 

 Open Office 

 Remote Access Software (WinVNC, RDP, GoToMyPC, etc.) for support. 

No additional software is needed to run PointClickCare. What is needed to access the application is a 
support internet browser on a workstation running the latest Windows or Apple operating systems. 

3.13.1 Prior to going live, list any and all Open Database Connectivity drivers or Standard query Language 
applications that need to be loaded on workstations. 

Individual workstations only require internet access to run PointClickCare. 

3.13.2 Vendor/Program shall list all scheduled application migrations scheduled within the next six months to 
one year. 

New product releases are done on a quarterly basis, and any updates or patches are done as they are 
required. Historically, PointClickCare has released on average three (3) updates per year since its 
inception as a company.   

3.13.3 Two weeks prior, vendor must list expected downtime/testing/release timing to customer. 

Yes. Advance notice is provided through the customer home page. 

3.13.4 Vendor must provide all data usage policies including details on how data is saved and stored to the 
administrator or designee prior to installation. 

Customer data resides in a Tier III Datacenter. Facilities are manned 24x7x365. Facility access requires 
pre-clearance authorization along with proper identification. Access beyond lobby area requires two factor 
authentications including a biometric check. Access to the servers additionally requires knowledge of 
combination lock for each rack. 

3.13.5 Software must be able to download and distribute the patient’s health record. 

Yes. A copy of the resident’s chart can be downloaded depending on the security role of the end user. 

3.13.6 Product must upload patient-provided records (either paper or electronic format, radiology, medical 
records, lab data, etc.) 

Yes, radiology and lab results are received electronically, through certified business partners, both as 
structured data, PDF reports and images (where supported). Note: These images of low resolution and 
should not be used for diagnosis, but rather as reference only. Facilities can also manually enter radiology 
results and view both manually entered and electronically received radiology test results. 

3.13.7 Product must export information to CD/DVD in Comma Separate Values (CVS) or comma text delimited 
format, CCD, Computer Design Activity, Extensible Markup Language format. 
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There are several different areas within our software in which you can export data via CSV or other flat file 
format. An example of this is GL export files to a Financial Vendor like Great Plains or PeopleSoft. 

3.13.8 Must provide a schedule of daily maintenance performed on remote system including backups, updates, 
performance monitoring and enchantments. 

As a SaaS model, there are no remote maintenance requirements. Clients are expected to maintain patch 
levels on the end user’s browsers and operating systems. 

 
Standard Maintenance is done Wednesday and Saturday mornings from 2:00 AM to 5:00 AM EST. In the 
case of application upgrade maintenance; this is performed in a rolling fashion which allows for a non- 
customer impacting or minimized disruption. Maintenance is announced one week in advance including 
change window length and expected outage disruptions, if any, inside of the change window. 

 
For Infrastructure upgrades, service is switch flipped to backup components and service levels are verified 
prior to primary systems upgrade. Services are flipped back to the primary systems upgrade and functional 
testing is completed. Service levels are verified again before the backup units are upgraded. Again this 
procedure is designed to minimize client impact and service disruptions.  

 
Emergency maintenance can be announced for any day of the week but we always attempt to execute 
maintenance windows from 2:00 AM to 5:00 AM EST. 

3.13.9 Must provide within 24 hours a contingency strategy or disaster recovery plan in the event internet service 
is lost and customer is unable to access your system and application. 

Disaster Recovery is provided by PCC and we take this responsibility seriously. We can provide 24 hour 
limited (two users per site) and 72 hour full disaster recovery at an alternate data center. We can provide 
data recovery to within two hours of the incident. Monthly costs cover the administration, validation, 
bandwidth and shipping of the data to the DR site.  We can manage redirection of the DNS to the DR 
location and will test procedures on a semi-annual basis. 

3.13.10 Data must be gathered during Internet outages and uploaded into the system when Internet is restored 
either manually or automatically and provide verification when the information has been uploaded. 

All PointClickCare customers are recommended to have a failover Internet connection of a different media 
type (e.g. Cable and DSL, not 2 of the same type). The failover device should provide two wired 
connections – a primary and secondary with load balancing for speed and failover to the secondary if the 
primary fails. In addition, the failover device should notify the organizations IT team within 10 seconds of a 
problem. 

3.13.11 Vendor Must provide immediate notification if the site is unavailable, must provide resolution including 
steps the customer must take to mitigate operations to business, and a time estimate to restore the system to full 
functionality within 24 hours. 

Disaster Recovery is provided by PCC and we take this responsibility seriously. We can provide 24 hour 
limited (two users per site) and 72 hour full disaster recovery at an alternate data center. We can provide 
data recovery to within two hours of the incident. Monthly costs cover the administration, validation, 
bandwidth and shipping of the data to the DR site.  We can manage redirection of the DNS to the DR location and 
will test procedures on a semi-annual basis. 

For more information, see PointClickCare Service Level Agreement attached. 

3.13.12 Vendor must provide a list of outages due to infrastructure issues in the last 24 months with bid. 

PointClickCare has maintained an uptime of 99.7% SLA in regards to service in the past 24 months. 

3.13.13 Vendor must have redundant internet providers. 
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PointClickCare has redundant internet connections and the customer is also responsible for redundant 
internet connections. 

3.13.14 Vendor must provide a detailed list of network infrastructure requirements with bid. 

For more information, see PointClickCare Technical Requirements, attached. 

3.13.15 Vendor must provide a test environment prior to go-live for the customer to use on-site at the facility. 

Yes - Training databases are a copy of the client’s production database and can be refreshed. 

3.13.16 Vendor must provide documentation of proper encryption and antivirus on vendor servers, including 
policies that describe the audit process to identify attempted accesses with bid. 

PointClickCare has an annual SOC 1 audit report which would validate the encryption/anti-virus. 

3.13.17 Provide proof of off-site disaster recovery location for the vendor server farm and frequency of testing with 
bid. 

The Production Servers are located in the Chicago, IL Data Center for US Customers and the Toronto, ON 
Data Center for Canadian Customers. 

3.14 The vendor must provide information on the following technical service level agreements and vendor 
support with bid. 

3.14.1 Must provide all levels of each technical, training and service support with your standard service level 
agreement for each support program for the life of the contract. 

Yes 

3.14.2 Must provide support statistics (# of support calls to the % of resolutions at each severity level. 

For the last fiscal year (November 1, 2014 through October 31, 2015), the following stats were reported: 

Avg. Case Total/Month                                                8813 

First Call Resolution (%)                                              63% 

Avg. Call Wait Time (min)                                            0.2 

Avg. Urgent Case Resolution Time (hrs.)                 1.7 

3.14.3 Vendor must provide 24/7 customer technical support throughout the life of the contract. 

Yes.  

3.15 Must provide to the facility response timeframes per severity level. 24 hour maximum time frame to 
include phone, email, and fax. 
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Yes. We understand that it is imperative for you have support coverage available to you on a regular basis. 
Our standard service support hours are 8:00 am to 7:00 pm EST, followed by emergency after-hours from 
7:00 pm to 8:00 am EST. Weekends and holidays are covered by our emergency after-hours support. A 
PCC emergency after-hours representative can be reached by calling our regular toll-free number. The 
following process is followed when responding to all support incidents. 

 Incidents to our Customer Support Services department will be logged and analyzed by a First Call
Resolution (FCR) Representative to determine the complexity of the issue.

 The FCR representative will resolve and close all T1 level issues with the client.

 The FCR representative will escalate all T2 level issues to a Case Manager for further analysis.

 The Case Manager may work with T3 level support or SMEs as required to resolve incidents.

 The Case Manager will contact customer inquiry contact to implement a resolution.

 New releases and software maintenance are part of the support agreement. New functionality may
be purchased as an additional service.

3.16 Vendor must provide the ownership of the following with bid:

Data – Customer owns the data

Software – Customer leases the software and owns the content

Enhancements or customizations paid for by the customer – The monthly subscription fees include
application updates. New product releases are quoted on an as-requested basis for clients that want to expand 
usage outside of the core application. 

Hardware – Customer owns the hardware 

Servers – SaaS model. PointClickCare owns the servers. 

Workstations – Customer owns the workstations. PointClickCare does not provide hardware as part of our 
product offering. It is the responsibility of the client to procedure the hardware. 

3.17 Vendor must provide a list/menu of additional fee based services with bid. 

Yes. PointClickCare is a monthly recurring subscription fee based on licensed beds. There is a one-time 
setup fee. 

3.18 Vendor must provide their enhancement request model with bid. 

The process that you would use to request an enhancement to a product would be to submit an 
enhancement request though the facility’s national account manager or you can send the request through 
our web-based e-support solution. Enhancement requests are reviewed by the appropriate product line 
manager and prioritized accordingly. 

3.19 Vendor must provide ongoing maintenance schedule, timelines and procedures to include: upgrade 
process, testing and product enhance requests through the life of the contract. 

Yes. PointClickCare provides maintenance/enhancement schedules through the home page. 

3.20 Vendor must include all phases of training and testing from selection through going live including the 
following services: 
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Please note: The training method is our Best Practice model based on our experience of installing 
approximately 120 facilities per month. PointClickCare has successfully installed the application in almost 
12,000 facilities). Our approach is a proven method based on Adult Learning Education characteristics and 
idiosyncrasies. 

Our Train the Trainer approach is designed to ensure effective knowledge transfer, preparation and 
support is in place prior to system go live and beyond. 

 
A pilot approach is used to ensure that your staff receive effective training. This includes Super Users and 
the Core Project team to be trained. 

 
All training sessions will be completed via WebEx and conference calls, and will include your 
PointClickCare SME to complete each one of the courses listed in the syllabus below one time with your 
Corporate Trainers and Super Users for the Pilot facility or campus. 

 
We recommend that the project team have status calls either weekly or biweekly to ensure all tasks are 
being completed and there are no pressing issues, which could delay the Go Live date from target. The 
status calls will be discontinued after the pilot is complete. 

 
After the course syllabus has been completed with the pilot, it will be the responsibility of your internal 
Trainers and Super Users to push out the training to the remaining of your rollout. Your SME will be there 
for import support, to ensure that your modules are turned at and set for the correct date, along with a 
review of your main configuration. 

 
After the 2nd facility/campus is rolled out, your team will be turned over to the PointClickCare Help Desk for 
general questions regarding the application. 

 
Kick off Call:  The Kick-off call should include the Core Project Team, the Clinical lead, Financial Lead, IT 
lead, and the Project Manager. During this call the rollout schedule of the phases best suiting your staffing 
needs will be discussed, a walk-through of the Smartsheet (project schedule tool), arrange status calls, and 
identify any other issues or concerns. 
Business Process Review:  The Business Process Review is designed for the SME (Subject Matter 
Expert) to work with your team leads to gain an in-depth understanding of your business and how it 
operates. The SME uses this information to assist with the best practice for configuring PointClickCare to 
best suit your needs. For future reference, this information will be documented and attached to your project. 
Discovery: The Discovery process is tied to the Business Process Review. This is where the Chart of 
Accounts, Payer types, UDAs, processes and workflows are identified. 

 
Configuration Sessions:  Configuration sessions are done with the team members that are responsible 
for making the decisions for the corporation, as they are starting to build out the EMC (Enterprise 
Management Console). This is also known as Corporate Scoping. 

 
Super User Sessions:  Super User sessions are used for training the Corporate Trainers, Super Users 
and staff of the Pilot facility on the system. PointClickCare recommends that the Super Users of the next 
facility sit in on the training sessions as this has proven successful. 

 
Shadow and Support: SMEs will be available for the first facility after the pilot. They will review your 
configuration and be there for guidance. 

 
Transition to Help Desk:  Once the pilot and first facility have gone live with the implementation, your 
team will be transitioned to the help desk for support. 
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3.20.1 The development and training environment will be provided on-site immediately after contract is awarded. 

Yes. A sandbox training environment will provided however we need to further understand what is meant 
by “immediately after the contract is awarded”. 

3.20.2 Access must be granted to the development/training environment for testing during upgrades and training. 

Yes. A training database will be created for you. 

3.20.3 Training must be provided through the following delivery channels, but not limited to one format: video, 
web based training, facilitator/consultant led training session, training documents. 

PointClickCare offers the following sources for online help and training which will be available 24/7 - 365 
during the length of contract  

 User Guides by module and feature 

 Searchable Help files by module 

 Tutorial videos for New Releases 

 Scripted On-demand eLearning (overview of each end-user module) 

 Checklists by course and module 

 Discovery documents 

3.20.4 Vendor must provide clarification on when materials or specialty training is created by the vendor or the 
consumer to the facility. 

PointClickCare is responsible for the educational content which is standard and continuously updated as 
the application is updated. 

3.20.5 Workflow assessments will be completed by the vendor and included with bid. 

As part of the discovery process, PointClickCare will work with the facility to understand its unique needs 
and build a schedule around those needs. A portion of the training will include configuration, which 
PointClickCare will train the users to configure the application to the facility’s specific needs. 

3.20.6 Vendor must provide during testing and go-live recommendations and workflows for abstracting and/or 
bulk loading data from paper charts into electronic health records. 

A sandbox is provided as part of the subscription. Please note that the customer will be responsible for 
providing the data to PointClickCare. 

3.20.7 Vendor must provide contractual availability to access the live electronic medical records prior to going 
live for build or pilot purposes with bid. 

During training the client will have access to the live environment. PointClickCare implements over 100 
buildings each month. Please see the attached SmartPath Implementation Overview for our proposed plan. 
We believe that interactive training is the most beneficial form of education and learning. 

3.20.8 Vendor must provide a detailed statement of work to include: superior training, cost of training, on-site 
training and post-live training and support.  The statement of work will include number of hours, number of 
resources, on-wit and off-site hours, on-site and off-site resources assigned to this project with bid. 

3.20.9 Vendor must provide a going live assessment to be completed within 90 days after transition from the 
level of going live support to ‘normal’ support level with bid. 

PointClickCare Project Managers and Account Managers will provide a transition plan to support services 
up to the completion of implementation. The client will receive a regularly scheduled business process 
review of their database to ensure that they are utilizing the application in its entirety. 

3.21 In addition to standard contract terms and vendor guarantees, the vendor at a minimum must also provide 
during the life of the contract period: 
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3.21.1 Customer must be allowed to perform acceptance testing of the product 24 hours prior to go live training. 
If unacceptable, vendor will be required to make necessary adjustments. 

PointClickCare implements over 120 buildings per month. For more information, see the SmartPath 
Implementation Overview, attached. 

3.21.2 Daily, timely remedies for customer deficiencies resulting from upgrades that cause critical workflows to 
break or unable to perform quality reporting. 

Product upgrades are pushed out to all customers using tested and controlled scripting to ensure accuracy. 
Deployment is executed after hours to minimize staff and customer disruptions. 

3.21.3 Vendor must provide upon request an escalation channel if training is not conducted in agreed upon time 
frame and/or training materials are not adequate or delivered per contract deliverables. 

Yes. 

3.21.4 Vendor must provide upon request a mitigation plan if implementation is not completed by the vendor in 
the agreed upon time frame due to issues related to the vendor (staffing conflicts, software problems, etc.) 

Yes. A timeline will be created upon receipt of an executed contract. 

3.21.5 Vendor must provide replacement of hardware during transport if purchased through vendor or while 
vendor is on-site during installation.  

Not applicable. 

3.21.6 Vendor must provide upon request a mitigation plan if incompatibility issues arise between hardware 
(which meets agreed upon specifications) and approved software. 

See Technical Requirements document, attached. Hardware is not a part of this RFP. 

3.21.7 Vendor must provide to the facility remedies if data corrupted during the course of normal use and 
operation of product upon request for the life of the service. 

System transaction mechanisms are in place to ensure data integrity. PointClickCare verifies committed or 
transaction roll backs.

3.21.8 Vendor must warranty any functionality and/or work provided by any company on your behalf 
(implementation, upgrades, etc.) 

Application updates and maintenance are included as part of the monthly fee. 

4. CONTRACT AWARD:

4.1 Contract Award: The Contract is intended to provide Agency with a purchase price for the 
Contract Services. The Contract shall be awarded to the Vendor that provides the Contract Services 
meeting the required specifications for the lowest overall total cost as shown on the Pricing Pages. 

4.2 Pricing Page: Vendor should complete the Pricing Page by filling in each line of Pricing Page 
and include the overall total on the last line. Vendor should complete the Pricing Page in full as failure to 
complete the Pricing Page in its entirety may result in Vendor’s bid being disqualified. 

Pricing page completed and attached. 

4.1 Mandatory Contract Services Requirements and Deliverables: Contract Services must meet 
or exceed the mandatory requirements listed below. 

4.1.1 Vendor must provide documentation of ONC-ATCB (Office of the National Coordinator – 
Authorized Testing and Certification) certification. 

Yes. For more information about PointClickCare certifications go to: 
http://www.pointclickcare.com/us/company/about-us/certifications. 

4.1.2 Vendor must provide information on any outstanding lawsuits or judgments within the last five (5) 
years. Indicate any cases that vendor cannot respond to as they were settled with a non-disclosure 
clause at the time of bid. 
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PointClickCare has never been engaged in any customer or supplier lawsuits and have had no 
disputes with customers related to training, licensing or implementation services.  

4.1.3 All software applications should, at minimum, provide the same functionality or equal to Point-
Click-Care. 

Yes, PointClickCare complies. 

4.2 Vendor must provide detailed explanation for all licensing options to be included with bid. 

In response to questions 4.2 – 4.2.5 below. Based on our understanding during the pre-bid meeting 
on Dec. 8, 2015, we were led to understand that the Clarksburg facility has (120) active residents 
and that the Barboursville facility also has (120) active residents. PointClickCare is a monthly 
recurring subscription fee based on licensed beds. There is a one-time set up fee. 

4.2.1 Vendor must define ‘user’ if it relates to the licensing model by obtaining the authority to use 
software without purchasing (i.e. FTE MD, all clinical staff, etc.). 

PointClickCare does not charge a license fee for users. The number of users has no bearing on the 
price of the software. PointClickCare fees are based on the total number of beds. This fee is 
inclusive of service, support, maintenance, data backup and recovery, and access to an unlimited 
number of users. 

4.2.2 Vendor must provide a detailed explanation of how the system licensing shall account for 
residents, part time clinicians and mid-level providers. 

Not applicable. This does not apply to our pricing policy (see above). 

4.2.3 Vendor must account by maintaining a list of users to the customer for how user licenses are 
reassigned when a workforce member leaves. 

A list of users not applicable with PointClickCare’s SaaS model. Your own in-house system 
administrator is responsible for when a person leaves the workforce. 

4.2.4 Vendor must disclose to the customer additional licensing per workstation and any handheld 
devices count towards this licensing. 

Not applicable. With our SaaS model, license is based on the number of beds. 

4.2.5 If the system is a concurrent licensing system, the vendor must provide an account of when the 
licenses are released by the system, (i.e., when the workstation is idle, locked, or only when user logs off) 

Not applicable. With our SaaS model, license is based on the number of beds. 

4.3 At a minimum, vendor must provide the following detailed security features at go-live and during 
life of the contract: 

4.3.1 Meet all HIPPA (Health Insurance Portability Act), HITECH (Health Information Technology for 
Economic and Clinical Health) security requirements. 

Yes. For more information, see HIPAA Compliance documentation, attached. 

4.3.2 Product must provide different levels of security based on User Role, Site, and/or Enterprise 

settings. 

Role-based access controls for users are incorporated into the PCC application

Contract Manager: Steve Klopf, Account Executive 

Telephone Number: (815) 224 – 1128 

Fax Number: Fax:  815 334 1154 
Email Address: stephenklopf@pointclickcare.com

Fax Number: Fax: 815 334 1154  

Email Address: stephenklopf@pointclickcare.com  
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